U.S. SENATE BILL 1733 PROMOTES NUCLEAR POWER & WILL UNDERMINE THE EPA AND OUR U.S. CLEAN AIR & WATER ACTS
SAY NO TO U.S. SENATE BILL 1733 & U.S. HOUSE BILLS HR 2998, HR 2454 & HR 587

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Partial Listing of Current Nuclear Power Plants
NRC http://nrc.gov/info-finder/reactor/
November 1, 2009

U.S. SENATE BILL 1733 - Introduced by Senator Barbara Boxer & Senator Kerry -October 2009- Both Senators Promoting Nuclear Power
This bill has been designed to promote the use of nuclear power in the United States and to streamline the regulatory process which protects the public (See Section C). http://thomas.loc.gov

SENATOR BOXER - C-SPAN Search on Nuclear Power & Nuclear Power Plant – October 18, 2009

NUCLEAR FACILITY MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS - May 12, 1998 U.S. House Hearings

SAY NO TO BRINGING ANY NUCLEAR WASTE INTO THE UNITED STATES FOR PROCESSING & STORAGE

The passage of U.S. Senate Bill 1733 will ensure that worldwide and U.S. uranium mining will damage sensitive environmental areas, pollute our air and water and allow millions of people engaged in these processes to be exposed to the hazards of the radioactive materials that they will handle. The United States Senate and House of Representatives can do better than this, until then we must all reject all cap & trade bills.

STOP SECRETARY CHU FROM TURNING THE UNITED STATES INTO A RADIOACTIVE WASTE DUMP.
We should restrict Energy Secretary Chu from signing agreements with regard to importing nuclear radioactive waste immediately before he makes any more agreements with foreign countries. (like the one with Italy)

U.S. House of Representatives Bill H.R.515 This Act may be cited as the ‘Radioactive Import Deterrence Act’. A bill To prohibit the importation of certain low-level radioactive waste into the United States.

It is time to oppose bringing in any nuclear waste from any foreign country - Contact your elected representatives today. U.S. House Bill 515 should ban the importation of all types of radioactive wastes now and in the future if it passes without any exceptions. Demand passage of this bill!

U.S. SENATE BILL 1733 - CAP & TRADE SECTION: "POLLUTION REDUCTION & INVESTMENT"
Excerpts From Senator Kerry’s Site: http://kerry.senate.gov/cleanenergyjobsandamericanpower/pdf/PRI.pdf

"...Pollution Reduction and Investment (PRI) is a (cap and trade market) mechanism...PRI establishes a market based system...instead of using a "command and control" model where government tells individual companies where and how to reduce pollution, PRI is designed to let the private sector seek out the most cost effective ways to meet our pollution reduction goals. Major polluters will be required to turn in one "carbon credit," essentially a voucher for the right to pollute one ton of carbon. These vouchers can be bought or sold, giving companies flexibility in how they reduce pollution. Those that can’t quickly or affordably do so can buy vouchers instead (see banking sections in the bill). Other companies better able to cut pollution can sell their vouchers to those who need them (allowing polluters to buy and sell the right to pollute)...and they can also profit by dramatically reducing carbon pollution and selling their vouchers to others..." (Note that U.S. Senate Bill 1733, or any other ‘Cap & Trade’ Bill introduced for a vote in the Senate, should be soundly defeated. S1733 only regulates one greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide - not any other air or water pollutant or the other greenhouse gases. This bill has the potential to gut the EPA Clean Water & Air Act Standards in the United States.)

ALL CAP & TRADE BILLS SHOULD BE DEFEATED - CONTACT YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS
STOP USING OUR TREES AS OFFSETS FOR POLLUTERS